Influence of vibration on the grain flow sensor during the harvest and the difference elimination method
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Abstract: The grain yield data collected by the intelligent yield measurement system of the combine harvester is generated into a field plot yield distribution map, which is of great significance for guiding agricultural production. However, in the process of drawing the yield map, the combine harvester is affected by vibration during operation and the generated error data in the process of collecting data which will cause the drawing results to be inaccurate. This study researched two factors that cause errors, then, the influence of vibration interference on the measurement signal was eliminated by filtering, vibration isolation, and designing a double-plates differential grain flow sensor. Three methods were taken to eliminate random errors, gross errors and systematic errors, including using the arithmetic average value to replace the true value, the 3σ criterion, and removing the filling time data and the delaying time data. Finally, the grain yield distribution map was obtained through Matlab and Excel. The results showed that the interference frequency above 50 Hz could be eliminated by filtering, but it was difficult to filter the low-frequency signal which was close to the grain impact frequency. The vibration amplitude was reduced to 14.29% by adding a vibration isolation plate, and the SNR was increased from −4.67 dB to 29.21 dB by combining low-pass filtering and damping vibration isolation. When the grain feeding rate was 2 kg/s, the natural vibration amplitude of the sensor after difference was about 0.02 V and evenly distributed around the zero voltage 0.2 V. The influence of positive and negative offset on the average value of grain impact signal could be ignored, and the signal-to-noise ratio was increased from 29.21 dB to 62.49 dB. The results of field experiments showed that the yield map drawn can clearly display the yield value of the harvest area, which is used to guide agricultural production.
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1 Introduction

“Precision Agriculture” is a modern agricultural management concept based on information technology that has been recognized by people all over the world. It will face many challenges in the future1,2, and also get good development opportunities3,5. More and more advanced technologies are applied in agriculture, such as the evaluation of soil, plants and environment through nanotechnology, which will promote the sustainable development of agriculture6. Real-time kinematics is applied to UAV positioning in precision agriculture7, which reduces the geolocation error. For example, Munaf et al.8 used high-resolution soil and crop data fusion maps to sow seeds at specific locations for edible potato production. The grain yield information and location information collected by the combine harvester9,10 can also be used to draw grain yield maps to show the basic conditions of the farmland and guide field variable operations to achieve the ultimate goal of reducing agricultural production costs, reducing environmental pollution and achieving sustainable agricultural development.

There are many methods to measure grain yield, such as using the deep convolutional neural network of remote sensing images of drones for rice grain yield during rice maturity, and yield estimation by integrating spatial-spectral information11. Some scholars use RGB images to assess the grain yield of durum wheat at a low cost12. Other scholars use machine learning technology and multi-spectral RPAS images to estimate soybean yield13. In addition, grain impurities are also measured, such as by installing a rice grain impurity sensor in the combine harvester’s granary14. The above grain yield measurement methods have specific measurement objects, but the varieties of grains are diverse, and grains of different growth periods may be encountered during work, so it is not appropriate to install a specific grain flow sensor on the combine harvester. Combining the characteristics of these grains, it is necessary to select a flow sensor that can be used on multiple occasions to improve the accuracy of grain yield.

The harvester will be disturbed by vibration when it is working, which has a great influence on the measurement of the sensor. In order to solve the problem of measuring the same frequency signal of flow signal and vibration interference at the same or similar...
frequency, Jiang et al.\textsuperscript{[15]} proposed a signal processing method that combines frequency change with amplitude characteristics. Errors in the measurement due to vibration, Duan et al.\textsuperscript{[16]} proposed a dual-channel interferometer (DCI) for anti-vibration optical measurement. In order to eliminate the aerodynamic lift vibration problem of rigid rotor helicopters, Lyu et al.\textsuperscript{[17]} proposed a new method for sinusoidal trimming of AC voltage in electrical engineering, but the above method is not suitable for reducing sensor vibration. Error data also has an impact on the accuracy of the yield map, therefor Lee et al.\textsuperscript{[18]} proposed an online update method for big data analysis, after accurately observing the measurement results, the measurement error deviation can be corrected. Meyer et al.\textsuperscript{[19]} can improve measurement accuracy by decomposing TES to understand the source of measurement error. Lu et al.\textsuperscript{[20]} studied the impact of the pixel extraction error of the measurement point on the overall measurement error, and established an error propagation model to reduce the overall measurement error. The above research provides a solution for improving the measurement accuracy, but it is not the same as the actual situation of reducing the vibration of the sensor. Therefore, it is necessary to study the effect of reducing the vibration on the plate from the perspective of the vibration of the plate.

In this study, the impact grain flow sensor was selected and the grain yield was obtained through the impulse theorem. Through finite element analysis, the location of the strain gauge was determined. Filtering, vibration isolation, and double-plates differential methods were used to eliminate the interference caused by vibration. For the error data, the arithmetic average was used instead of the true value to eliminate random errors. The error data was filtered with the 3σ criterion to eliminate gross errors, and then system errors were eliminated by setting the filling time and delay time. Finally, the yield information obtained was drawn through MATLAB to draw contour maps and scatter plots of grain yield to obtain the field yield distribution, and by drawing the yield histogram through Excel, the number of output in each yield interval was obtained, so as to make future planting plans to guide field agricultural production.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Principle and structure of impact grain flow sensor

The impact type grain flow sensor has a simple structure and significant advantages in both performance and economy. After calibration and data processing, it can achieve high measurement accuracy and is widely used in grain yield monitoring systems. When the combine harvester is harvesting, the grain is transported to the top of the granary through the net grain elevator, and the grain with a certain speed is thrown to the flow sensor strike plate. When grain periodically hits the plate, the resistance value of the resistance strain gauge attached to the back of the plate will change as the plate is deformed. According to the definition of impulse in physics\textsuperscript{[21]}, when the speed of grain impact is known, real-time measurement of grain mass can be achieved by measuring the change in momentum before and after the grain impact. The concrete working principle is shown in Figure 1.

The impact grain flow sensor\textsuperscript{[22]} includes five parts: impact plate, elastomer, bracket, strain bridge and signal conditioning circuit. Its structure is shown in Figure 1. The impact plate is installed at the end of the elastomer of a double-hole parallel beam, the upper end of the elastomer is installed on the bracket, and the bracket is fixed on the grain outlet of the combine harvester. Four strain gauges are attached to the stress concentration of the elastomer to form a Wheatstone bridge. When the combine harvester is in operation, the Wheatstone strain bridge outputs an impact signal of 0-5 mV, and the impact signal is amplified to 0-2.5 V by the signal conditioning circuit.

![Figure 1 Working principle diagram of grain flow sensor](image)

The function of the impact plate is to receive the impact of the grain and transfer the scattered impact force of the grain to the end of the elastomer. In order to detect the grain impact of the grain outlet of the combine harvester as completely as possible, the size of the impact plate should be equivalent to the size of the grain outlet. The material of the impact plate can be 4 mm thick polymethylmethacrylate plexiglass, PVC engineering plastics, etc. Two positioning holes with a diameter of 5 mm were opened in the center of the impact plate, which was fixed to the end of the elastomer by bolts. The elastomer was made of hard aluminum alloy with length×width×thickness of 80 mm×12 mm×12 mm. Along the centerline of the elastomer, two parallel holes with a distance of 20 mm and a diameter of 10 mm were opened. The two holes were connected with a distance of 8 mm to form a double-hole parallel cantilever beam. The double-hole parallel beam had the characteristics of high structural rigidity, good stability, high sensitivity, anti-eccentric load and strong anti-lateral ability. Two positioning holes with a diameter of 5 mm were opened at the upper end of the elastomer for fixing with the bracket. Two screw holes with a diameter of 5 mm were opened at the lower end for fixing the impact plate. The bracket was the same size as the grain outlet frame of the combine harvester, with a thickness of 2 mm, and was fixed on the body of the combine harvester through 6 positioning holes. The upper side and the left and right side plates of the bracket form a flow guiding mechanism. The bracket was opened directly in front and below, the front was used for hanging the impact plate, and the lower opening was used for rice drop.

The grain is ejected from the grain outlet at a high speed and impacts on the impact plate, and falls freely into the grain box under the action of gravity. The typical structure of a resistance strain gauge is composed of a sensitive grid, a substrate, a coating layer and a lead wire. Through the resistance strain effect of the sensitive grid, the strain of the elastomer is transformed into a resistance change. Four 320 Ω wire grid resistance strain gauges are attached to the four weak points A, B, C, and D of the double-hole parallel beam. The wire grid resistance strain gauge is only sensitive to the strain in the length direction of the metal wire, and the sensitive direction of the strain gauge is along with the length direction of the elastic beam.

2.2 Determination method of strain gauge position in sensor

The single-plate impact grain flow sensor is a sensor based on the law of stress and strain. The stress distribution of the grain flow sensor under the action of external force is an important basis for attaching strain gauges. In order to preliminarily determine the suitable location for attaching the strain gauges, it is necessary...
to load uniform pressure and concentrated force on the loading plane at different positions to observe the stress distribution and find the stress concentration point from the stress distribution diagram. Firstly, the three-dimensional solid model of the impact plate of the grain flow sensor was established in Solidworks software, as shown in Figure 2, then the model was imported into Ansys for unit division and boundary condition setting as shown in Figure 3, and finally stress loading and analysis were performed.

![Figure 2 3D model of impact plate](image)

![Figure 3 Impact plate meshing diagram](image)

In mechanical analysis, the stress calculation methods include the stress of the first strength theory, the stress of the second strength theory, the stress of the third strength theory, the stress density and the effective stress. In this study, the effective stress of Von Mises is used to analyze the stress distribution of the sensor. Generally, the effective stress calculation method of Von Mises is as follows:[23],

\[ \delta = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2} \left( (\sigma_x - \sigma_y)^2 + (\sigma_y - \sigma_z)^2 + (\sigma_z - \sigma_x)^2 \right)} \]  (1)

where, \( \sigma_x, \sigma_y, \) and \( \sigma_z \) represent the three principal stresses; \( \delta \) represents the yield point of the material.

2.3 Ways to eliminate vibration interference during harvest

Through the analysis of the impact signal when the sensor was subjected to vibration, different solutions were determined to gradually eliminate the interference of vibration to the sensor during the operation. First, the grain impact signal was obtained when the sensors is not subjected to vibration, and got its impact frequency. Through the simulated field test, the impact signal was obtained and the impact frequency under the simulated working condition was obtained through the fast Fourier transform, and the high-frequency signal was removed by filtering. Then, by adding a vibration isolation plate and designing a double-plate differential impact grain flow sensor could eliminate further vibration interference, obtain the differential zero point voltage, determine that the impact signal of the plate's natural vibration output was positive and negative distributed near the zero point voltage and eliminated vibration interference.

2.3.1 Method of obtaining impact signal parameters without vibration interference

The main experimental equipment was a single-plate impact grain flow sensor, and the rice grain. The grain flow rate was divided into three groups of 0.2 kg/s, 0.7 kg/s, and 2 kg/s, which were respectively hit on the impact plate. Under the action of impact force, the elastic body fixedly connected with the impact plate would produce elastic deformation, which would cause the resistance value of the strain gauge on the elastic element to change. The signal circuit amplified and adjusted the signal and output it, and then used the single-chip data acquisition circuit to collect the dynamic voltage signal during the grain impact process. The amplitude, frequency and power of the grain impact signal without vibration interference were obtained.

2.3.2 Influence of combine harvester vibration on impact grain flow sensor

The unbalanced movement of the combine harvester brings complex vibration interference when it is working, such as engine pistons, cutters, vibrating screens and other components reciprocating at high speeds at different frequencies. In order to suppress the vibration signal, it is necessary to measure the vibration signal of the combine harvester under different working conditions and analyze its spectral characteristics, so as to provide a basis for eliminating interference.

The main test equipment was a combine harvester,[24], a grain flow sensor, a signal acquisition circuit and a computer, and the sampling frequency was 1 kHz. The grain flow sensor adopted a self-made single-plate impact grain flow sensor, which was installed in the grain outlet of the clean grain elevator of the combine harvester, and used MATLAB to perform frequency spectrum analysis on the vibration signal. Combine harvester operations could be divided into six working conditions, as shown in Table 1. Among them, the vibration signal source of idle speed condition and high-speed standby was only the engine, and the vibration signal of threshing idling was the vibration superposition of the moving parts of the combine harvester. The idling of the header and the ground walking increased the uncertainty factors caused by the ground impact and grain load changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number</th>
<th>Working condition</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Vibration source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Idle speed</td>
<td>Idle speed after engine start, low frequency</td>
<td>Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>High-speed standby</td>
<td>The engine is carried to the Maximum speed idling</td>
<td>Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Threshing idling</td>
<td>Close the threshing clutch, the speed is 0</td>
<td>Engine, header, threshing mechanism, vibrating screen, auger, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Idling of header</td>
<td>Close the header clutch, the vehicle speed is 0</td>
<td>Increased header vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ground walking</td>
<td>All parts work without load</td>
<td>Increased ground impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Normal harvest</td>
<td>All parts are loaded</td>
<td>Increased grain impact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the basis of signal analysis,[25], for the time-domain continuous vibration signal \( U(t) \), the average power of the grain impact signal is

\[ P_i = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} |U(t)|^2 dt \]  (2)

For the discrete digital signal \( U(n) \) with a sampling frequency
of 1 kHz, the calculation method of the average power of the vibration signal is

$$P_n = \frac{1}{1000}\sum_{n=0}^{999}[U(n) - 1]^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Knowing the power of the grain impact signal and the power of the vibration interference signal of the combine harvester, the signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated as follows:

$$\text{SNR} = 20\log\frac{P_i}{P_n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where, SNR is signal-to-noise ratio; \(P_i\) is the power of grain impact signal; \(P_n\) is the power of vibration interference signal; \(U(t)\) and \(U(n)\) represent vibration signal and discrete digital signal respectively.

### 2.3.3 Using filtering method to reduce vibration interference

There are five types of filters: low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, band-stop, and comb filtering, which can effectively filter the frequency point of a specific frequency in the power signal or frequencies other than the frequency point to obtain a power signal of a specific frequency, or the power signal after eliminating a specific frequency. The vibration signal of the grain flow sensor collected by the acquisition circuit was subjected to fast Fourier transform to obtain the frequency of the impact signal. Compared with the frequency when there was no vibration interference, part of the interference signal could be removed. Therefore, a low-pass filter\(^{[28]}\) could be designed for the grain flow sensor to filter the interference signal.

### 2.3.4 Using vibration isolation method to reduce vibration interference

Since low-pass filters can only filter high-frequency vibration signals, vibration isolation materials were used to further reduce the amplitude and propagation of vibration signals\(^{[27]}\). Vibration isolation is divided into two types: active vibration isolation and passive vibration isolation. Active vibration isolation is to avoid the influence of vibration equipment in the surrounding environment, and passive vibration isolation is to protect the measuring instrument from the influence of basic vibration. In order to isolate the grain flow sensor from the vibration of the combine harvester, passive vibration isolation should be adopted. With reference to Kwon et al.\(^{[28]}\), a multi-layer blade isolator for a spaceborne cooler was proposed, which adopted a passive vibration isolation method to reduce the micro-jitter of a space cryogenic cooler. This study prepared two pieces of silicone rubber vibration isolation plate with a length\(\times\)width\(\times\)thickness of 12 mm\(\times\)20 mm\(\times\)3 mm, and two installation holes with a diameter of 5 mm were reserved on the vibration isolation plate. One piece was installed between the bracket and the elastomer, and the other piece was installed between the impact plate and the elastomer, as shown in Figure 4.

### 2.3.5 Reducing vibration interference by designing double-plate differential

The single-plate impact grain flow sensor could not completely eliminate the vibration interference, so a double-plate differential impact grain flow sensor was designed for this purpose, and it was expected that the vibration interference could be eliminated by the differential method. The structure of the sensor was shown in Figure 5a. Two plexiglass plates of the same size were respectively fixed on the double-hole parallel cantilever elastomer as a detection plate. The four stress concentration points of each elastomer were attached with 4 strain gauges. It formed two identical Wheatstone bridges and converted strain signals into electrical signals. The positioning holes of the two cantilever beams were installed on the same hole position of the diversion bracket by two fixed screws, and the middle was separated by a gasket, so that the front and rear detection boards were parallel and did not contact each other. Three vibration isolation plates were used to reduce vibration signal interference. One of the vibration isolation plates was installed between the bracket and the elastic beam, and the remaining two vibration isolation plates were installed between the impact plate and the elastomer and the vibration detection plate and the elastomer, respectively. The real object is shown in Figure 5b.

![Schematic diagram of structure](image)

Figure 5 Double-plate differential impact grain flow sensor

The two detection boards are the same size as the grain outlet of the combine harvester. The front detection plate bears the impact of the grain and is called the impact plate. The rear detection plate does not bear the impact of the grain, but can detect the vibration of the combine harvester itself. So it is named the vibration detection board. After the grain impacts on the front impact board, it falls and will not rush to the rear detection board. The size and material of the two detection boards are exactly the same, so they have exactly the same dynamic characteristics. The two detection boards are installed in the same hole position. The detected vibration is a pair of common-mode signals. Differential method can be used to eliminate vibration signals and improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the equation for calculating the power of the vibration signal before and after the difference is as follows\(^{[23]}\).
The vibration signal power of the two channels before the difference are

\[ P_a = \frac{1}{1000} \sum_{n=1}^{999} (U_a(n) - 1)^2 \]  
(5)

\[ P_b = \frac{1}{1000} \sum_{n=1}^{999} (U_b(n) - 0.8)^2 \]  
(6)

The power of the vibration signal after the difference is

\[ P_{ab} = \sum_{n=1}^{999} |U_{ab}(n) - 0.2|^2 \]  
(7)

where, \( P_a \) and \( P_b \) represent the vibration signal power of the two channels before the difference; \( P_{ab} \) represents the vibration signal power after the difference.

2.4 Error data processing method

In the process of drawing the grain yield map, the measurement error of the sensor was solved. It was still necessary to consider some error data obtained due to human factors in the measurement process, and these error data needed to be eliminated before drawing the yield map. Random errors can appear in many aspects, in terms of the correlation of digital images based on subsets, Su et al.\(^{(29)}\) obtained the relationship between the second-order shape function and the first-order shape function random error. Since the field grain harvest experiment was a non-repeatable experiment, the arithmetic average value was used as the true value of the measured yield to reduce the influence of random errors. The value of gross error generally deviated more from the normal value. In the original yield data, gross errors caused by various reasons were bound to exist. In order to eliminate these gross error data, the 3σ criterion could be used to process the original yield data. The systematic error is that it causes the measurement result to deviate in one direction, and its value is constant or changes according to a certain law. The main forms of system error in this study were filling time error and delay time error. The influence of system error was eliminated by getting rid of filling time error data and delaying time error data.

2.5 Method of drawing yield map

Using the grain yield distribution map system, a field plot yield distribution map can be generated from the grain yield data collected by the combine harvester’s intelligent yield measurement system. The yield distribution map can intuitively and clearly reflect the yield distribution information of the field. The corresponding yield data scatter map as shown in Figure 6. From the original yield data, gross errors caused by various reasons were bound to exist. In order to eliminate these gross error data, the 3σ criterion could be used to process the original yield data. The systematic error is that it causes the measurement result to deviate in one direction, and its value is constant or changes according to a certain law. The main forms of system error in this study were filling time error and delay time error. The influence of system error was eliminated by getting rid of filling time error data and delaying time error data.

2.5.2 Method of drawing contour map of yield data

The contour method is one of the commonly used methods for the visualization of two-dimensional field data sets. For example, contour maps were used to represent the changes in CO emissions with engine load and biodiesel content\(^{(37)}\). Another example is that Lee et al.\(^{(39)}\) realized the actual stack design with bending-twist coupling by superimposing the contour map on the stack parameter design space. In precision agriculture, the distribution of soil nutrient content, moisture content, distribution of diseases and insect pests, and grain yield distribution can also be represented by contour lines. This study used contour maps to observe the grain yield distribution in the field area. The contour map was also drawn by using MATLAB software. After the coordinates and the corresponding yield value were input, the system generated the contour map, as shown in Figure 7.
convolution feature histogram for powerful visual object tracking. This study also used a histogram to show the relevant data of the yield. The yield data histogram was drawn by Excel, and the three-dimensional histogram was selected. Compared with the two-dimensional histogram, it could not only the number of yields in a certain yield interval in all the collected yield data, but also see the proportion of the number of yields in this region to the total yield. The drawing method is to organize the collected yield data, divide the yield interval, obtain the yield number of the yield interval, then obtain the proportion of the yield interval, and select two columns of data to draw the histogram, finally the result is shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8 Histogram of yield data](image)

3. Results and discussion

3.1 The location of the sensor strain gauge

First, a uniform pressure of 100 N was applied on the impact plate to solve the stress distribution cloud diagram of the elastomer under the uniform force. Then, a concentrated force of 100 N was applied to different nodes on the central axis of the sensor to calculate the stress distribution of the elastomer under the action of the concentrated force. Figure 9a shows the effective stress distribution cloud diagram of von Mises after the simulated application of 100 N uniform pressure on the impact plate of the grain flow sensor. Stress concentration occurs at the four weak points A, B, C, and D of the elastomer, as shown in Figure 9b.

![Figure 9 Stress distribution cloud diagram under uniform force](image)

A concentrated force of 100 N was applied to the four different positions of the force arm on the sensor impact plate. The effective stress distribution cloud diagram is shown in Figure 10. It can be found from the figure that the concentrated stress acts on four different points of action, and the stress concentration points of the elastomer are all at the same position.

![Figure 10 Stress distribution cloud diagram under concentrated force](image)

To sum up, because the elastomer of the double-hole parallel beam structure had stress concentration at four points A, B, C, and D, the strain that occurred at the stress concentration point was also the largest. Therefore, the strain gauges of the grain flow sensor should be attached to these positions.

3.2 Analysis of impact signals when there is no vibration interference

When the grain flow rate was about 0.2 kg/s, the collision process is shown in Figure 11. Based on reference [41], there was one collision within 1 s, and the time of each collision was about 33 ms. There was an impact signal corresponding to the collision process. The impact signal waveform was similar to an isosceles triangle. The height of the triangle was about 0.6 V, the base of the triangle was 30 ms, the average impact voltage per second was about 0.009 V, and the average power of the grain impact signal was 4.5 mW.

![Figure 11 Collision process 1 and impact signal](image)
approximately 14.5 mW.

![Figure 12](image1)

**Figure 12** Collision process 2 and impact signal (Flow rate = 0.7 kg/s)

When the grain flow rate was 2 kg/s, the collision process is shown in Figure 13. There were 13 collisions within 1 s, and the time of each collision was about 30 ms. There were 12 impact signals corresponding to the collision process. The impact signal waveform was similar to an isosceles triangle. The height of the triangle was about 0.6-0.7 V. The peak value of individual impact signals reaches 1 V. The base of the triangle was 30 ms. The average power of the grain impact signal was about 54 mW.

![Figure 13](image2)

**Figure 13** Collision process 3 and impact signal (Flow rate = 2 kg/s)

The collected grain impact signal waveform showed that the peak value of a single grain impact signal was about 0.6-0.7 V, and the power of a single impact signal was about 4.5 mW. When the grain flow rate was 2 kg/s, the peak value of the impact signal was also about 0.6 V, the frequency of the grain impact signal was about 13 Hz to 14 Hz, and the average power of the impact signal was about 54 mW.

### 3.3 Analysis of the influence of combine harvester vibration on impact signal

In order to analyze the vibration characteristics of the moving parts of the combine harvester, the combine harvester was operated under the first four working conditions in Table 1, and each working condition worked stably for 5 min. The single-chip microcomputer data acquisition circuit was used to collect the output signal of the grain flow sensor. In order to observe the mixing of the grain impact signal and the vibration signal, the grain was fed into the combine harvester to simulate normal harvesting conditions. The vibration signals of the four working conditions within 1 s are shown in Figure 14. The vibration signal amplitude of idle speed and high-speed standby conditions was about 0.1 V, and the vibration signal amplitude of threshing idling and header idling was about 1 V. According to the impact test, it was concluded that the peak value of the grain impact signal was about 0.6 V. Compared with the grain impact signal amplitude, the vibration signal amplitude of idle speed and high-speed standby was smaller than that of grain impact signal, and the vibration signal amplitude of threshing idling and header idling was larger than that of grain impact signal.

![Figure 14](image3)

**Figure 14** Vibration interference of grain flow sensor under different working conditions

From the vibration signal of the combine harvester, it could be found that the vibration interference amplitude of the combine harvester was relatively small when the engine was idle and high. When the threshing drum and the header were working at the same time, the vibration amplitude of the combine harvester exceeded the amplitude of the grain impact signal. When the combine harvester was under normal harvesting conditions, grain was fed to the combine harvester, and the superposition of the impact signal and the vibration signal could be obtained. Figure 15a showed the impact signal when the feed rate was 0.2 kg/s. There was a grain impact within 1 s, but it was difficult to distinguish the impact...
signal from the vibration signal. Figure 15b shows the impact signal when the feed rate was about 1.1 kg/s, and the impact signal was almost submerged in the vibration signal. Peng et al.\textsuperscript{[42]} proposed a processing method of using digital signals to eliminate signal interference in eliminating signal channel interference, but it was limited to the same channel and was not suitable for vibration signals doped in grain impact signals. Therefore, it was necessary to design a new solution to the vibration interference.

![Impact signal submerged in vibration signal](image)

**Figure 15** Impact signal submerged in vibration signal

According to Equation (3), the average power of vibration interference signals in the four working conditions was calculated, and finally the vibration power in idle speed condition and high-speed standby was relatively small, which was about 1-3 mW. The vibration powers of the threshing idling and header idling were 157.365 mW and 92.427 mW, respectively, which were about 2 to 3 times the power of the grain impact signal. According to Equation (4), the signal-to-noise ratio was calculated. The signal-to-noise ratio of threshing idling was $-9.29$ dB, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the header idling was $-4.67$ dB.

The fast Fourier transform was performed on the vibration interference signal of the grain flow sensor, and the frequency spectrum of the vibration interference was obtained.

![Vibration spectrum of grain flow sensor under different working conditions](image)

**Figure 16** Vibration spectrum of grain flow sensor under different working conditions

### 3.4 Eliminate the interference of combine harvester vibration on impact signal

#### 3.4.1 Results of filtering to eliminate vibration interference

The filtered interference signal waveform is shown in Figure 17. Comparing the signals before and after filtering, it was found that low-pass filtering can filter the high-frequency components in the vibration signal and reduce the vibration interference to a certain extent, but the vibration spectrum of threshing idling and header idling had low-frequency components, and it could not be completely filtered. After filtering, the amplitude of the vibration interference signal of threshing idling was still 0.75 V, and the vibration amplitude was still greater than the amplitude of the grain impact signal.
The vibration signal power was calculated before and after filtering in the four working conditions according to Equation (3), and the comparison result is shown in Figure 18. The vibration signal power of idle speed conditions and high-speed standby before filtering was small, and the vibration signal power after low-pass filtering was too small, which was not clearly shown in the figure. After filtering, the vibration signal power of threshing idling and header idling was significantly reduced.

According to the impact test on the combine harvester platform, the impact signal power $P_s$ output by the grain flow sensor was 54 mW, when the grain flow rate was 2 kg/s. The vibration signal power was calculated according to the vibration signal of the combine harvester in the fourth working condition. The signal-to-noise ratio was $-4.67$ dB before filtering, which meant that the vibration signal power at this time was bigger than the impact signal of the grain. The filtered signal-to-noise ratio was 15.41 dB, which indicated that low-pass filtering could improve the sensor's signal-to-noise ratio. But it was difficult to filter low-frequency signals close to the grain impact frequency.

### 3.4.2 Results of adding a vibration isolation plate to eliminate vibration interference

The single-plate impact grain flow sensor after vibration isolation measures was installed on the combine harvester, and vibration tests were performed under four different working conditions. The data acquisition circuit using a low-pass filter to collect the vibration signal after vibration isolation is shown in Figure 19. Comparing the vibration signal amplitude before and after vibration isolation, it was found that the vibration isolation measures significantly reduce the vibration interference signal amplitude of the grain flow sensor, and the vibration amplitude from threshing idling and header idling was reduced from 0.75 V to 0.1 V. The amplitude of the vibration interference signal was smaller than the amplitude of the grain impact signal (about 0.6 V).
calculated to be 0.03 9 mW, 0.071 mW, 0.483 mW, and 1.869 mW, respectively. Compared with the results before vibration isolation, the vibration interference power of the header idling at this time was the largest, as shown in Figure 20. The signal-to-noise ratio was calculated according to Equation (4), and the vibration isolation measures increased the signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor from 15.41 dB to 29.21 dB. The comprehensive use of low-pass filtering and vibration isolation technology reduced the power of the vibration signal and improved the signal-to-noise ratio, but the vibration interference from the idling of the header would still have a greater impact on the grain impact signal.

![Figure 20](image)

Figure 20  Vibration signal power before and after vibration isolation

The stress-strain analysis and impact characteristics of the single-plate impact grain flow sensor showed that the planar structure of the impact grain flow sensor was suitable for the grain flow test of the combine harvester, but the vibration test showed that vibration resistance of the single-plate impact grain flow sensor was poor.

3.4.3 Results of double-plate differential to eliminate vibration interference

The test platform was a combine harvester, which used a spiral grain elevator, and the maximum flow rate for normal harvest was 2 kg/s. The diversion bracket of the double-plate impact grain flow sensor was installed on the grain outlet of the combine harvester, and the impact plate and the vibration detection plate were installed vertically on the diversion bracket. The impact plate was facing the grain outlet and was 0.13 m away from the grain outlet. Referring to the previous vibration test, the combine was made in idle speed, engine high-speed idling, threshing drum high-speed and header idling. The feed volume of the header was 0, so the signal voltage output by the impact plate and the vibration detection plate were all from the interference signal of the body vibration of the combine harvester. The data acquisition device was turned on, and the computer was used to collect the signals of the two channels under these four working conditions at the same time, and the data for 5 min in each working condition was collected. Simultaneously recorded the differential data of the two channels. When the combine harvester was threshing idling, which was the closest to the actual working condition, the rice was fed to the combine harvester at this time, and the computer collected the signals of the two channels when the grain impacted. The two-channel output signal and differential signal of the double-plate differential impact grain flow sensor after filtering under four working conditions are shown in Figure 21.

Through experiments under different working conditions, the intensity and frequency of the vibration signal of the combine harvester were changed, but the output voltage of the two channels was about 0.2 V after filtering, vibration isolation and difference. The feed amount of the grain flow sensor was 0 at this time, so it was considered that the zero point voltage of the differential output of the grain flow sensor was 0.2 V. The power of the vibration signal before and after the difference of the four working conditions was calculated by Equations (5), (6), and (7), the results as shown in Table 2.

![Figure 21](image)

Figure 21  Vibration signal and differential signal under different working conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number</th>
<th>Working condition</th>
<th>Vibration signal power before splitting/mW</th>
<th>Vibration signal power after splitting/mW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Idle speed condition</td>
<td>0.039328</td>
<td>0.004987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>High-speed standby</td>
<td>0.07056</td>
<td>0.003589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Threshing idling</td>
<td>0.483134</td>
<td>0.002741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Header idling</td>
<td>1.869124</td>
<td>0.062398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It could be seen from Table 2 that the power of the vibration signal after the difference was much smaller than that before the difference.

When the feed rate of the combine harvester was 0.5 kg/s, the...
waveform output by the two channels of the sensor and the grain impact signal after the difference is shown in Figure 22. It could be seen from the figure that both the impact plate and the vibration detection plate would vibrate naturally after the grain impact, and the phase of the natural vibration signals of the two plates were not consistent, but the amplitude was small. After the difference, the self-amplitude of the sensor was about 0.02 V, evenly distributed around the zero point voltage of 0.2 V, and the influence of the positive and negative offset on the average value of the grain impact signal could be ignored. According to Equation (7), the differenced grain impact signal was calculated, and it was known that the average power of the grain impact signal at this time was about 20.8 mW, and the signal-to-noise ratio was 50.45 dB. When the grain flow reached the full range of 2 kg/s, the power of the grain impact signal was about 100 mW, and the signal-to-noise ratio was 62.49 dB.

![Figure 22: Grain shock signal](image)

In summary, the double-plate differential impact grain flow sensor adopted the double-plate differential method to eliminate vibration interference signals from various working conditions of the combine harvester and improved the signal-to-noise ratio.

### 3.5 Elimination of erroneous data results

The data of the combine harvester in the field was collected, the real value was replaced by the arithmetic average of the regional yield, and the random error and gross error were eliminated respectively by the 3σ criterion, and then the systematic error of the processed data was eliminated to obtain the real yield data. It took a certain time from the beginning of the harvesting work of the combine harvester to the movement of the grain in the harvester to the grain flow sensor. This period of time was called the filling time. During this time, the flow of grain gradually reached a stable value. From this point on, the yield value recorded by the yield monitoring system was the true yield value. Figure 23a, Figure 23b, Figure 23c respectively showed the wheat yield value, flow value and moisture content change curve with time within 47 s of the start of harvesting for five trains of combine harvesters. Among them, the series Av represented the average wheat yield, flow rate, and moisture content change curve of five trains in 47 s. (Wheat grains. The impact grain flow sensor obtains the grain mass through the impulse theorem, and the grain type has no influence on this article).

In the process of removing the filling time error, since the grain moisture content and grain flow had an impact on the calculation of grain yield, it was necessary to comprehensively consider the grain flow value, grain yield value and the grain moisture content value when they reached a stable level. Generally, a longer time was used as the filling time, and the data in this period of time could be filtered out as error data. In the figure, there were five trains of wheat data. The time to stabilize the yield was 32 s, the time to stabilize the flow was 24 s, and the average time to stabilize the moisture content was 20 s, of which the longest time to stabilize was 32 s, which meant that the filling time was 32 s. Therefore, the data in the first 32 s of the recorded data were all filling time error data, which would be eliminated.

![Figure 23: Change of wheat at the beginning of harvest](image)
eliminated.

![Change curve of wheat yield value before stopping harvesting](image1)

![Change curve of wheat flow value before the stop of harvesting](image2)

![Change curve of wheat moisture content before stopping harvesting](image3)

Figure 24  Change curve of wheat when harvesting is stopped

### 3.6 Results of the yield map

In order to reduce the cost of precision agriculture practice and provide better modern agricultural equipment support, so as to realize the automatic collection of farmland information, it is necessary to improve equipment accuracy and process error data. The double-plate differential grain flow sensor was installed on the combine harvester to work in the field. The internal display of the harvester would show the yield situation through the yield data scatter plot, yield contour map and histogram. The double-plate differential grain flow sensor was installed on the combine harvester, and a wheat harvest experiment was carried out on the farm. During this harvesting process, an experimental area with a length of 200 m, a width of 50 m, and an area of 1 ha was divided, and finally a set of wheat yield data was obtained. Through the analysis and processing of the data obtained in this experiment, the yield distribution map of the plot was drawn. After getting rid of the error data, the remaining data was drawn through MATLAB to draw the contour map of the yield data shown in Figure 25 and the scatter map of the yield data shown in Figure 26.

By analyzing Figure 25 and Figure 26, it could be found that the overall yield of this land was about 5000 kg/ha, and the yield value at the two ends of the ground was relatively small, which may be caused by people frequent walking or heavy soil compaction. Some low-yield spots were also found in the middle of the plot, which may be that the location was in the middle of the plot, and the application of fertilization, irrigation and pesticides did not meet the requirements. It could also be seen from the figure that the yield distribution in the middle of the plot was relatively even, while the yield changes at both ends of the plot were more dramatic.

Note: Areas on each contour line indicate that their yield values are the same.

Figure 25  Contour map of production data

Figure 26  Scatter map of production data

Finally, the yield data histogram shown in Figure 27 was drawn by Excel. It could be seen intuitively from the figure that the number of yield in each yield interval and the proportion of each yield interval to the total yield. It could be seen that the proportion of the yield range below 4000 kg/ha was relatively small, while the proportion of the yield range above 4000 kg/ha was larger. Among them, the yield value of 1000 kg/ha was too small, and there may be some soil problems and improper fertilization problems. The area should be found in combination...
with contour maps and scatter plots, and corresponding production plans should be made to increase grain yields.

![Figure 27 Histogram of production data](image)

The parameters before and after the error filtering of the obtained output data were plotted as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number</th>
<th>Type of data</th>
<th>Before filtering</th>
<th>After filtering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of data</td>
<td>2464</td>
<td>2440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maximum/kg·hm⁻²</td>
<td>5685</td>
<td>5685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Minimum/kg·hm⁻²</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mean value/kg·hm⁻²</td>
<td>4348.148</td>
<td>4386.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Best value ratio</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>6.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mean square error/kg·hm⁻²</td>
<td>1317.33</td>
<td>1264.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Coefficient of Variation</td>
<td>0.3032</td>
<td>0.2882</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It could be seen from Table 3 that in this wheat harvest, and the combine harvester yield measurement system recorded a total of 2464 sets of yield data information. The error data was filtered by the filtering method of the value range (750-7500 kg·hm⁻²). A total of 24 sets of yield information were removed, accounting for 0.97% of the total original yield data. The clustering of the filtered yield data had been improved. The minimum yield had increased from 372 kg·hm⁻² to 825 kg·hm⁻², and the maximum ratio had been reduced from 15.16 to 6.89, which made the data more reasonable. It could also be seen that the filtered yield data map had better smoothness, which reflected the yield distribution of this land to a certain extent. According to the analysis of the generated field yield distribution map, combined with other field information (such as soil fertility, soil moisture content, diseases and insect pests, etc.), the basis for subsequent variable operation management in the community could be obtained.

By installing the double-plate differential grain flow sensor on the combine harvester, compared with the previous impact grain flow sensor, the impact of vibration on the measurement results was reduced, the measurement accuracy was improved, and the measured data was more realistic and reliable. When working in the field, the yield data and location information collected by the combine harvester were used to accurately draw the yield distribution map of the field plot. Comparing and analyzing the obtained yield data scatter map, yield data contour map and yield data histogram, it could be seen that the yield value of each region was different. The causes of yield differences in combination with the land conditions in the field were analyzed, and the solutions were made in time to increase the value of field yields. It was also possible to make a reasonable charging plan based on the measured yield value to avoid conflicts caused by the operating costs of the harvester.

4 Conclusions

1) By filtering the single-plate impact grain flow sensor, the interference frequency above 50 Hz can be eliminated, but it is difficult to filter low-frequency signals similar to the grain impact frequency. After adding the vibration isolation plate, the amplitude of the vibration interference signal of the grain flow sensor is significantly reduced, but the vibration interference under the idling situation of the header will also have a greater impact on the grain impact signal. For this reason, a double-plate differential impact grain flow sensor is designed. After the signal was differentiated, the self-amplitude of the sensor was about 0.02 V, which was evenly distributed around the zero point voltage 0.2 V, and the impact on the grain impact signal after the positive and negative offsets can be ignored.

2) The yield data obtained needs to undergo error processing, and the influence of random errors is reduced by using the arithmetic value as the true value of the measured yield. Then the gross errors data is filtered through the 3σ criterion; Finally, it is verified through experiments that the data of the first 32 s of harvesting wheat belongs to the filling time error, while the data of the last 5 s of harvesting wheat belongs to the delay time error. The data after the error data is eliminated is true and effective.

3) 2464 sets of data were obtained through the harvest test, of which 24 sets of error data were eliminated, accounting for 0.97% of the original data. The yield data after eliminating error data were drawn into a scatter map of the yield data by MATLAB, and the size of the yield value in the region could be seen from the height of the points on the map. And through the yield data contour map, it is can be seen the area where the yield value of the field plot is equal. And through the yield data histogram drawn by Excel, the proportion of each yield interval in the whole area was obtained; The comprehensive analysis of the three yield distribution maps combining with the land conditions can help find the specific location of the low-yield area, and then analyze the reasons for the low yield in this area to make future planting plans, and increase the yield of the field.
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